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Surround yourself with treasures from 

the past, viewed through a modern 

lens. Vintage elements such as 

statement bed frames and intricately 

carved wood details draw inspiration 

from real antiques, refreshed to 

reflect today’s lighter, streamlined 

aesthetic. Each piece feels curated, 

evoking the feel of a collection 

carefully curated over time with an 

expert’s touch.

303Somerton
COLLECTION
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COLLECTION



TRUMEAU  
LANDSCAPE  

MIRROR 
SKU: 303121-2824

NIGHTSTAND 
SKU: 303140-2840

DEMILUNE  
ACCENT CABINET 

SKU: 303398-2817

UPHOLSTERED 
SIDE CHAIR 

SKU: 303202-2838

SCALLOP  
MIRROR

SKU: 303122-0017

UPHOLSTERED 
PANEL BED 

SKU: 303156-2817

SINGLE  
DRESSER 

SKU: 303130-2608

CANE  
SHELTER BED 
SKU: 303146-2824

BACHELORS 
CHEST 

SKU: 303158-2817

DRESSER 
SKU: 303131-2840

BED BENCH 
SKU: 303149-2824

VANITY DESK 
SKU: 303182-2608

the somerton 
COLLECTION
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ROUND  
DINING TABLE 
SKU: 303225-2838

ROUND  
END TABLE 

SKU: 303303-2817

SPOT TABLE 
SKU: 303309-0017

CHINA DISPLAY 
CABINET 

SKU: 303240-2824

END TABLE 
SKU: 303304-2824

COCKTAIL  
OTTOMAN 

SKU: 303310-2817

UPHOLSTERED 
ARM CHAIR 

SKU: 303203-2838

SIDEBOARD 
SKU: 303252-2838

RECTANGULAR 
COCKTAIL TABLE 

SKU: 303300-2824

SOFA TABLE 
SKU: 303307-2824

ROUND  
END TABLE 

SKU: 303315-0017

WOVEN SLING 
DINING CHAIR 
SKU: 303204-2824

ROUND  
COCKTAIL TABLE 

SKU: 303302-0017

CHAIRSIDE  
TABLE

SKU: 303308-2817

RECTANGULAR 
DINING TABLE
SKU: 303220-2840
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TRUMEAU  
LANDSCAPE  

MIRROR 
SKU: 303121-2824

A classic rectangular shape forms the 
perfect frame for the romance of a 

delicately carved floral accent in this 
modern-meets-vintage mirror. Gazing 
into its depths offers a window on the 

past, presenting simple luxury that 
provides a timeless antique appeal 

with a lightened aesthetic.

SINGLE  
DRESSER 

SKU: 303130-2608

An updated twist on classic antique 
design, this four drawer dresser 

presents an elegant storage piece 
for the bedroom. The subtle 

contours of its serpentine front 
accentuate the beauty of natural 

wood grain, while antique-inspired 
flower drawer pulls and keyhole 

accents recall the aesthetic of 
romantic days gone by.
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NIGHTSTAND 
SKU: 303140-2840

A scaled down version of this 
collection’s striking dresser, this 

nightstand pares its vintage 
luxury down to the essentials. 

Reeded column details and 
elegantly turned legs stand out 
in a distressed finish. The top 

drawer features a convenient USB 
charger, adding a modern touch 

to this antique-style piece.

DRESSER 
SKU: 303131-2840

Beautiful and generously  
proportioned, this dresser can’t  

help being the center of attention.  
The handsome finishes accentuate 
the lovely details of this bedroom 

storage piece. Nine spacious 
drawers provide ample storage 

for wardrobe essentials and other 
accessories, finished with antique-

inspired round metallic drawer 
pulls and keyhole details.
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BED BENCH 
SKU: 303149-2824

Elegant seating is a welcome 
addition to any space, and this 

beautiful bench provides a 
bedside option that’s as practical 
as it is stylish. Antique-inspired 

details abound, from the tapered 
column legs to square floral 
medallion accents. A finely 

tailored seat with button-tufted 
upholstery finishes this piece in 

luxurious style.

DEMILUNE  
ACCENT CABINET 

SKU: 303398-2817

Storage never looked so stylish. 
This graceful half round cabinet 

makes a striking addition to your 
entryway, dining room or office. 
The front is accented by an eye-

catching combination of spiraling 
wood trim and finely reeded trim, 

veneered in a warm grey finish. 
Double doors open to reveal 

plenty of space for the necessities 
of any room, with additional 

storage in a central top drawer.



Bring on the drama. Stylish design 
belongs in the bedroom, and makes 
more of a statement than this bed. 
Inspired by the design of antique shelter 
beds, our features a soaring wingback 
headboard and footboard, gently curved 
to wrap around the frame. The bed is 
framed in a lightly whitewashed veneer, 
combined with woven cane that keeps 
this piece feeling open and breezy. 

CANE  
SHELTER 

BED
SKU: 303145-2824
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Have a seat, beautiful. The graceful 
silhouette of this delicate vanity  
desk boldly contrasts with the  
eye-catching herringbone pattern of its 
veneer, creating a look that’s as modern 
as it is classic. Scrolled wood details and 
updated cabriole legs are complemented 
by antique-inspired round metallic 
drawer pulls and keyhole details.
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VANITY  
DESK

SKU: 303182-2608
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UPHOLSTERED 
PANEL BED

SKU: 303156-2817

A scrolled arch headboard 
accented by turned wood 

details evoke the feeling of 
an antique piece, lightened to 
suit today’s more streamlined 

modern aesthetic. Finely tailored 
upholstery and nailhead trim 

complete the elegant style of this 
striking bed. Available in Queen, 

King and California King sizes.

BACHELORS 
CHEST

SKU: 303158-2817

Graceful details define this  
eye-catching storage piece, 

from reed detailing to elegantly 
turned legs and antique-inspired 

hardware. A warm grey plank 
effect veneer contrasts beautifully 

with the ornamentation, adding 
a streamlined modern influence 
for today’s style. Three drawers 

provide ample storage, with 
bottom drawers lined in  

aromatic cedar.
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UPHOLSTERED 
SIDE CHAIR

SKU: 303202-2838

Antique elegance comes to the table 
with this dining chair. Influenced 

by 18th-century Louis XVI style, this 
piece is crafted with a warm grey 

wood frame and fully upholstered in 
a finely tailored light neutral fabric 
that suits today’s subtle aesthetic. 
It can easily blend with modern, 
transitional or vintage-inspired 

decor, or an eclectic collection that 
combines these.

UPHOLSTERED  
ARM CHAIR

SKU: 303203-2838

A slightly updated twist on  
18th century European style,  

this dining chair combines the classic 
Louis XVI silhouette with modern 
neutrals for an understated yet 

elegant aesthetic. Fully upholstered 
in a finely tailored light neutral fabric, 
this is an eye-catching piece for the 

dining room that adds a truly  
regal touch.



Your invitation to the  
garden party has arrived!  
This vintage-inspired dining chair 
brings the charm of the English 
countryside to the table with a 
streamlined modern twist. A gently 
curved back featuring woven cane 
is combined with an upholstered 
seat, delivering both comfort and 
style.

WOVEN 
SLING 

DINING 
CHAIR

SKU: 303204-2824
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A beautiful table is so much more 
than a place to pull up a chair, it’s the 
centerpiece of the dining room every 
hour of the day. Let this antique-style 
round dining table inspire you all 
day long with its spiraling wood trim, 
column supports and fluted base, 
finished in a warm grey tone that suits 
all decor styles. 
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ROUND  
DINING 

TABLE
SKU: 303225-2838
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RECTANGULAR 
DINING TABLE
SKU: 303220-2840

Your dining room just became the 
center of attention. This beautiful 
dining table is sure to turn heads, 

featuring a two-tone finish in warm 
grey and a whitewashed base, as well 
as traditional details such as turned 

wood legs and medallion accents. The 
table extends from 82” to 100” and 
can comfortably seat eight, making 
it perfect for everything from family 

dinner nights to elegant entertaining.

CHINA DISPLAY 
CABINET

SKU: 303240-2824

Show off all your treasures in a 
display cabinet that’s almost as 
eye-catching as what’s inside. 

Inspired by antique curio cabinets, 
this piece features a pair of 

mullioned glass doors with carved 
floral accents and vintage-style 

hardware. Three adjustable shelves 
and one fixed shelf provide plenty 
of storage for decorative objects, 
and one touch dimmer lighting 
provides just the right amount  

of interior glow.
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SIDEBOARD
SKU: 303252-2817

The generous proportions of the 
Somerton sideboard provide room 

for four drawers and four doors 
with four adjustable shelves. This 
versatile piece can be used as a 

handsome dining room sideboard, 
and features wire management for 

electronic equipment that also makes 
it perfect as an entertainment console 

in the living room. The sideboard is 
veneered in a warm grey tone with 

beautiful visible wood grain, and 
accented by antique-style ring pulls 

and keyhole details.

SCALLOP  
MIRROR

SKU: 303122-0017

Collectors, take note. The 
addition of this uniquely framed 

mirror to your decor adds an 
interesting contrast that creates 

the feel of a truly eclectic 
collection. Its gently undulating 
scallop design frames a mirror 

that reflects the discerning taste 
of an antique lover.



Has there ever been a more 
beautiful place to set your glass? 
The influence of traditional 
English country antiques is 
prevalent in this gorgeous 
cocktail table. Intricate details 
such as spiraling wood trim, 
finely reeded columns and 
floral medallion corners provide 
an intriguing frame for the 
luxurious inset stone top.  
A lower shelf provides 
 additional space for storage  
or a convenient place to rest  
your feet.

RECTANGULAR 
COCKTAIL 

TABLE 
SKU: 303300-2824
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Inspired by classic architectural 
columns, this round cocktail table is a 
perfect complement to antique-inspired 
decor. Featuring a striking fluted edge, 
this table is finely crafted from cast 
resin, and will serve as a truly iconic 
centerpiece of any living space.
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ROUND  
COCKTAIL 

TABLE
SKU: 303302-0017
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ROUND  
END TABLE

SKU: 303303-2817

Charmingly petite, the Somerton end 
table makes an eye-catching addition 

at the side of a chair or the end of 
a sofa. It features flared column 

legs with a touch of reeded detail, 
finely crafted in a subtle warm grey 
veneer that suits today’s modern or 
transitional style. The table features 
an additional lower shelf that is the 

perfect perch for additional storage or 
decorative accessories.

END TABLE
SKU: 303304-2824

The top of the Somerton end table 
is beautifully finished with an inset 

stone panel, framed by spiraling 
wood trim, finely reeded columns 
and floral medallion corners in a 
warm grey veneer. A lower shelf 

provides additional space for 
storage or decor.
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CHAIRSIDE  
TABLE

SKU: 303308-2817

Every space needs a beautiful 
storage solution, from the living 

room to the bedroom. This 
chairside table offers plenty of 
space for lamps and all of life’s 
accessories in its four drawers, 

providing a versatile yet compact 
piece to accompany a chair or bed. 
Lovely ring pull hardware adorns 

each drawer, emphasizing the 
antique-inspired style that defines 

this collection.

SPOT TABLE
SKU: 303309-0017

Petite and graceful, this spot table 
features a distinctive fluted edge 
that is reminiscent of romantic 

floral designs. The flared tulip base 
is inspired by iconic vintage design, 

making this a compact but eye-
catching addition to any space.
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Entertain in style with this luxurious 
48” ottoman, which features a finely 
upholstered top accented by eye-
catching diamond tufting. Intricate 
spiral wood trim and flared column 
legs give this piece the look of a 
genuine antique, while its warm grey 
finish offers an understated neutral 
palette that blends with today’s 
transitional or modern aesthetic. A 
useful shelf provides additional space 
for storage or decorative accessories, 
and casters make this a versatile and 
easily moved piece of furniture.
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COCKTAIL 
OTTOMAN
SKU: 303310-2817
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SOFA TABLE
SKU: 303307-2824

The intricate details of this 
versatile sofa table frame a 

luxurious inset stone top and 
make it a striking addition to the 

living room, hallway or foyer. 
Finely crafted in warm grey 

veneer, it blends the look of a 
cherished antique with the subtle 
neutral palette of today’s modern 

aesthetic.

ROUND  
END TABLE

SKU: 303315-0017

A scaled-down version of this 
collection’s cocktail table, this 
fluted end table evokes the 

classic style of antique columns, 
finely crafted in a modern cast 
resin that complements today’s 

aesthetic.



Main Office: 1165 Auto Center Drive, Ontario, California 91761 909.390.1039 Fax 909.390.1059
High Point Office/Showroom: 122 N. Hamilton Street, High Point, North Carolina 27260 336.882.1600


